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Proper way to terminate ROS nodes

rosnodekill \node_name



This Lecture

- Build System in ROS
- ROS Workspace
- Packages
- package.xml
- CMakeLists.txt



- Folder structure
- Minimum number of files 
ROS needs to work



The main goal of the ROS Filesystem is to centralize the build 
process of a project, while at the same time provide enough 

flexibility and tooling to decentralize its dependencies.









Why catkin?

Limitation of rosbuild
● make invoking CMake invoking make?!

- why does "rosmake MyPkg" take so long...
● difficult to cross-compile
● no "install" target

- everything (except .* and *.o files) gets packaged in debs
● distribution of packages not compliant  to Filesystem Hierarchy 

Standard (FHS)



catkin = cmake + X

catkin is based on CMake
● catkin utilizes packaging conventions like

- find_package() infrastructure
- pkg-config

● extends CMake with some "nice to have" features like
- enables to use packages after building (without installation)
- generates find_package() code for your package
- generates pkg-config files for your package
- handles build order of multiple packages
- handles transitive dependencies
- (optionally) builds multiple packages with a single  CMake invocation (for

performance)



CMake

Is a widely used standard
● common CMake workflow

- mkdir build &&  cdbuild
- cmake ..
- make

Enables a lot of features
● e.g. cross-compilation

But is also very explicit and requires "more" stuff in  CMakeLists.txt than rosbuild
● e.g. explicitly installing artifacts



Workflow

With catkin and bloom from source to (Debian) packages

catkin - build system
● makes it more efficient to build your package(s)
● makes your package more standard compliant,  hence reusable by others

bloom - release tool
● supports you in creating (Debian) packages
● makes applying patches during the process easy







Packages organization in the ROS workspace







Example Workspace Structure





Sourcing the Workspace



Recall: Sourcing the Workspace



How to build multiple packages?  Workspaces

Arrange them in a workspace
/ws/# root of the workspace
/ws/src/ # source space
/ws/src/repoA
/ws/src/repoB
/ws/src/pkgC
/ws/src/pkgD



How to build multiple packages?  catkin_make
● Sourcing your ROS environment, commonly

source /opt/ros/kinetic/setup.bash

● Invoking catkin_make in the root of the workspace  
will create the subfolders

/ws/build/ # build space
/ws/devel/ # devel space (FHS layout)

● Invoking catkin_make install installs the packages to
/ws/install/ # install space



Overview of a catkin package

package.xml (as specified in REP 127)
● Contains the meta information of a package

- name, description, version, maintainer(s), license
- opt. authors, url's, dependencies, plugins, etc...

CMakeLists.txt
● The main CMake file to build the package
● Calls catkin-specific functions/macros

- "Read" the package.xml
- find other catkin packages to access libraries / include directories
- export items for other packages depending on you

http://ros.org/reps/rep-0127.html


Turtlesim
Package



Must be included with any catkin-compliant package's root folder.



txt



















Check package dependencies 





What goes in the package.xml?  Required tags

<?xml version="1.0"?>
<package>

<name>rospy_tutorials</name>
<version>0.3.12</version>
<description>

This package attempts to show the features of ROS Python API  
step-by-step, including using messages, servers, parameters, etc.  
These tutorials are compatible with the nodes in roscpp_tutorial.

</description>
<maintainer email="dthomas@osrfoundation.org"> 

Dirk Thomas
</maintainer>
<license>BSD</license>
...

</package>

mailto:dthomas@osrfoundation.org


What goes in the package.xml?  Different dependencies

<build_depend>
dependencies to build your package

<buildtool_depend>
tools used on the building platform  
to build your package, usually catkin

<run_depend>
dependencies other packages need to build  
against your package or use your package
- if the dependency provides a shared library
- if the headers of the dependencies are exposed

<test_depend>
additional dependencies to run tests



package.xml : Description tag



package.xml : Maintainer tag



package.xml : license tag



package.xml : Build dependencies



package.xml : Execution dependencies







What goes in the CMakeLists.txt?

cmake_minimum_required(VERSION 2.8.3)  
project(roscpp_tutorials) # same package name as in package.xml

find_package(catkin REQUIRED COMPONENTS
message_generation rosconsole roscpp roscpp_serialization rostime)  

find_package(Boost REQUIRED COMPONENTS date_time thread)

include_directories( # consider reasonable include order  
include ${catkin_INCLUDE_DIRS} ${Boost_INCLUDE_DIRS})

add_library(mylib src/file1.cpp src/file2.cpp) # same for add_executable  
target_link_libraries(mylib ${catkin_LIBRARIES} ${Boost_LIBRARIES})

catkin_package( # information exposed to other packages  
INCLUDE_DIRS include
LIBRARIES mylib
CATKIN_DEPENDS message_runtime std_msgs)



What goes in the CMakeLists.txt?  Installing all artifacts

# executables are installed to lib/PKGNAME to be rosrun-able  
install(TARGETS myexe

RUNTIME DESTINATION ${CATKIN_PACKAGE_BIN_DESTINATION})

# scripts are installed under lib/PKGNAME to be rosrun-able
# only a selected set of core binaries should go into the global bin
install(PROGRAMS myscript

DESTINATION ${CATKIN_PACKAGE_BIN_DESTINATION})

# libraries are installed to lib (or bin for dll's under Windows)
install(TARGETS mylib

RUNTIME DESTINATION ${CATKIN_GLOBAL_BIN_DESTINATION}
ARCHIVE DESTINATION ${CATKIN_PACKAGE_LIB_DESTINATION}
LIBRARY DESTINATION ${CATKIN_PACKAGE_LIB_DESTINATION})



What goes in the CMakeLists.txt?  Installing all artifacts

# header are installed to include (within their namespaced subfolder)  
install(DIRECTORY include/PKGNAME/ # note the trailing slash

DESTINATION ${CATKIN_PACKAGE_INCLUDE_DESTINATION}
FILES_MATCHING PATTERN "*.h") # skip hidden files/folders

# other files/folders are installed to share/PKGNAME
install(FILES otherfile.txt

DESTINATION ${CATKIN_PACKAGE_SHARE_DESTINATION})
install(DIRECTORY myfolder # note the missing trailing slash  

DESTINATION ${CATKIN_PACKAGE_SHARE_DESTINATION})









Turtlesim
Package



Turtlesim
Package







Turtlesim
package.xml













Lets look at the ROS workspace in 
Autoware



Here are all the packages under the 
src folder



Example of the image processor 
package in Autoware

Notice:
CMakeLists.txt
package.xml

The src directory here has been renamed to nodes



Image_processor package manifest



Image_processor cpp source






















